
WILD LIFE PROTECTION ACT

The Wildlife Protection Act, is an Act of the Parliament of India enacted for protection of plants and animal species.
Before , India had only five.

Wildlife Protection Amendment Bill The Wildlife Protection Amendment Bill, , was introduced by
Environment Minister Jayanthi Natarajan in the Rajya Sabha on August 5, The bill seeks to further amend the
Wild Life Protection Act, It has a provision of imprisonment up to seven years for poaching or hunting of wild
animals The Bill also protects the hunting rights of Scheduled Tribes in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands
Withdrawal of the amendment bill In the year , Prakash Javadekar asked to withdraw the amendment bill to
further amend the Wild Life Protection Act, , and announced a lot of changes which needs to be made before
actually implementing it. However, on the contrary, we have some of the most strict legislation to protect
wildlife and habitats. Some wild animals and birds have already become extinct in the country and others are
in the danger of being so. Wildlife Protection Act WLPA prohibits the injuring, destroying and removing any
part of a wild animals body In the case of wild birds and reptiles, the act also forbids disturbing or damaging
their eggs WLPA is also against taxidermy, which is the preservation of a dead wild animal as a trophy, or in
the form of rugs, preserved skins, antlers, horns, eggs, teeth, and nails Punishments under the Act Wildlife
Protection Act was passed today. Some wild animals and birds have already become extinct in this country
and others are in the danger of being so. Wildlife Protection Act  For a subsequent offence of this nature, the
term of imprisonment shall not be less than three years but may extend to seven years with a minimum fine of
Rs. Wild Life Protection Act, Introduction The rapid decline of wild animals and birds in India has been a
cause of grave concern. Areas which were once teeming with life have become devoid of it and even in
Santuaries and National Parks the protection affordable to wild life needs to be improved. Image credits: Getty
Wildlife Protection Act was passed on August 21, , but was later implemented on September 9,  Stringent
measures have also been proposed to forfeit the properties of hardcore criminals who have already been
convicted in the past for heinous wildlife crimes. Also a new section 51 - A has been inserted in the Act,
making certain conditions applicable while granting bail: 'When any person accused of the commission of any
offence relating to Schedule I or Part II of Schedule II or offences relating to hunting inside the boundaries of
National Park or Wildlife Sanctuary or altering the boundaries of such parks and sanctuaries, is arrested under
the provisions of the Act, then not withstanding anything contained in the Code of Criminal Procedure, , no
such person who had been previously convicted of an offence under this Act shall be released on bail unless -
[4] a The Public Prosecutor has been given an opportunity of opposing the release on bail; and - [4] b Where
the Public Prosecutor opposes the application, the Court is satisfied that there are reasonable grounds for
believing that he is not guilty of such offences and that he is not likely to commit any offence while on bail".
In addition to this, a reward up to Rs. The existing State laws are not only outdated but provide punishments
which accrue from poaching and trade in the wild life produce. These provisions are similar to the provisions
of 'Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act, '. Provisions have also been made empowering officials
to evict encroachments from Protected Areas. Wildlife Protection Amendment Act This amendment for this
act was made in but came into force in January and under it, the punishment for defaulters is harsher. These
changes were announced in Rajya Sabha. Click below for full text. UPDATED: August 21, IST Wildlife
Protection Act was passed today With buildings rapidly replacing nature all around the world, the ecological
balance is very tilted, thus causing a rising number of instances of natural disasters in various countries. The
wild Birds and Animals Protection Act, 8 of had become completely outmoded. What is the punishment under
the Wildlife Protection Amendment Act ? Punishment under this Act Penalties for any violation under this act
can be carried out by agencies like: The Police The Central Bureau of Investigation The forest department The
customs Charge sheets are filed by the Forest Department and other agencies who encounter violators, then
usually hand over their case to the Forest Department. Different State Legislatures also found that the State
laws were not adequate to deal with the matter effectively. Offences not pertaining to hunting of endangered
species[ edit ] Offences related to trade and commerce in trophies, animals articles etc. This act prohibits the
capturing, killing, poisoning or trapping of wild animals It extends to the whole of India except the State of
Jammu and Kashmir According to Conservation India's portal, the Government of India has enacted the
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Wildlife Protection Act with the various objectives. To get more updates on Current Affairs, send in your
query by mail to education. People talk in public spaces about saving the flora and fauna and the need to
protect our wildlife has come from the awareness to restore the crucial ecological balance in nature. Click here
to know what is happening around the world with our G. What does the Wildlife Protection Act say? The
existing State laws were not only outdated but provided punishments which were not commensurate with the
offence and the financial benefits which accrued from poaching and trade in wild life produce. Interested in
General Knowledge and Current Affairs? They are mostly under the impression that our country does not have
strong wildlife conservation laws.


